ASEA UNINET INDONESIAN CHAPTER WORKSHOP
On Sustainable Development
Universitas Indonesia,
6-8 December 2017

1.1. Program Description
ASEA UNINET Indonesian Chapter Workshop on Sustainable Development is a two-day workshop contains panel presentations aim to give a platform for the coordinators from ASEA UNINET member universities to exchange knowledge and have a discussion about Sustainable Development. Furthermore, there will be a session titled “The Role of Embassy in Supporting ASEA UNINET” by Indonesian Embassy for Austria; aims to get the point of view and insight from the embassy about its role in ASEA UNINET.

The event will be held for 3 days, from 6—8 December 2017 at Universitas Indonesia, Depok Campus. The first day contains embassy sessions and panel sessions in which representatives of ASEA UNINET from each country present their research/opinion on Sustainable Development in the "Panel on Sustainable Development: Lesson Learned." second, the panel session will continue. On the last day, the workshop participants will follow the excursion to museums and landmarks in Jakarta.

1.2. Purpose of The Program
a. Build discussion to get a direct picture of the issues concerning sustainable development related to Europe and Southeast Asia region as a means for ASEA UNINET experts in giving their valuable contributions to the world and particularly European and Southeast Asian development
b. Establish connections between scholars of ASEA UNINET members to carry out further cooperation in the future.
c. Discuss the work plan of ASEA UNINET to address the rising up issues between ASIA UNINET members in the coming year to achieve the great goal of ASEA UNINET.
1.3. Target of The Program

a. The ongoing discussion on one selected topic
b. The development of new approaches of science from sharing sessions with representatives of various member states of ASIA UNINET
c. Establish joint activities between university members of ASIA UNINET
d. Obtaining support from the Austrian Embassy for Indonesia at subsequent ASEA UNINET events of Indonesian Chapter.
ACCOMMODATION AND VENUE

3.1. Acommodation

The participants will be hosted in:

**The Margo Hotel**
Jalan Margonda Raya No.358, Kemiri Muka, Beji, Kemiri Muka, Beji, Kota Depok, Jawa Barat 16424
Telepon: (021) 29515888

The Margo hotel located approximately 10-15 minutes by car. Deluxe single room will cost Rp950,000.00 (discounted rate). Facilities: All rooms are fully equipped with high comfortable mattress bed, bathroom with standing shower, 42” to 48” HD Internet TV, coffee and tea makers and a complimentary high speed Wi-Fi internet connection.

To reserve your room please kindly inform our committee: Ms. Ismi (ismi.rahmawati@ui.ac.id)
We will help you book with the discounted rate.
Please note that all travel and accommodation cost to be borne by your respected institution.

3.2. Venue

*All the event will be held in: Universitas Indonesia, Depok Campus, Indonesia.*
Workshop will take place at Ruang Sidang, Universitas Indonesia.
5.1. Pick Up on Arrival

Day, Date of Arrival: Tuesday, December 5, 2017
Time: we will provide several batches for pick up arrangement based on your arrival.

Meeting Point: SOEKARNO HATTA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

1. Terminal 2 Arrival: Near the exit gate In front of RED CORNER Restaurant
2. Terminal 2 Arrival: Near the exit gate, in front of HOKBEN Restaurant
3. Terminal 3 ultimate: Near the exit gate, in front of information desk

Notes: Our pick up team will wait at designated position, wearing University of Indonesia yellow jacket and bringing 'ASEA UNINET Indonesian Chapter Workshop’ standing banner.

5.2. Transportation During Program

Participants will be taken from the airport to The Margo Hotel Margonda (based on the committee determined schedule).
Local transportation between venues during program will be arranged by UI International Office. Departure transportation from The Margo Hotel Margonda to SOEKARNO HATTA International Airport will be provided on 8 and 9 Dec based on the committee planned schedule.
• **International Office**
  Campus UI, Depok, Indonesia 16424
  Tel / Fax. +62.21.78880139
  E-mail : io-ui@ui.ac.id
  Website: international.ui.ac.id

• **Prof. Melda Kamil Ariadno (Head of International Office):**
  Email: mkamil@ui.ac.id

• **Program Chair : Ms. Ismi**
  Mobile : +6285718753391
  Email : ismi.rahmawati@ui.ac.id